
Words can have more than one meaning!
Match the definitions with the sentences.

change
1. to cause to have a completely different form   2. to put another in 
place of; exchange   3. to become different       4. to put on other 
clothing

_____ We told the Post Office when we changed our address last month.

_____ The rain changed to snow.

_____ I change into my pajamas before I go to bed.

_____ Her new haircut changed her look.

kind
1. helpful; friendly; good       2. showing understanding or sympathy      
3. a group of similar things, people, or animals       4. type, sort

_____ My grandmother is so kind.

_____ A house cat is sort of the same kind of animal as a cheetah.

_____ Her mom’s kind words made her feel better.

_____ What kind of tea am I drinking?
plain

1. easily seen or heard; clear; visible        2. not complicated or fancy; 
without anything extra; simple       3. without question or doubt          
4. a large, flat area of land without trees

_____ I prefer plain food to fancy meals.

_____ Wild animals roam across the grassy plains.

_____ The belief that the earth is flat was just plain wrong.

_____ The church is in plain sight from the main road.
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Answers:

change
1. to cause to have a completely different form   2. to put another in 
place of; exchange   3. to become different       4. to put on other 
clothing

__2__ We told the Post Office when we changed our address last month.

__1__ The rain changed to snow.

__4__ I change into my pajamas before I go to bed.

__3__ Her new haircut changed her look.

kind
1. helpful; friendly; good       2. showing understanding or sympathy      
3. a group of similar things, people, or animals       4. type, sort

__1__ My grandmother is so kind.

__3__ A house cat is sort of the same kind of animal as a cheetah.

__2__ Her mom’s kind words made her feel better.

__4__ What kind of tea am I drinking?
plain

1. easily seen or heard; clear; visible        2. not complicated or fancy; 
without anything extra; simple       3. without question or doubt          
4. a large, flat area of land without trees

__2__ I prefer plain food to fancy meals.

__4__ Wild animals roam across the grassy plains.

__3__ The belief that the earth is flat was just plain wrong.

__1__ The church is in plain sight from the main road.
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